
First Announement2nd CROATIAN-HUNGARIAN MEETINGSummer Workshop for Theoretial PhysisHot Matter and GaugeField TheoriesRab, Croatia, 30 August -3 September 2007Organized by Theoretial Physis Division of Rudjer Bo�skovi�Institute and Theoretial Physis Department of E�otv�os Lor�andUniversity
Dear Colleagues,It is our great pleasure to bring to your attention the �rst an-nounement of "Hot Matter and Gauge Field Theories 2007" 2ndInternational Workshop on Fundamental questions of Non-AbelianQuantum Gauge Theories and Cosmology, to be held in Rab, Croa-tia, to be held from August 30 to September 03, 2007. "RudjerBo�skovi�" Institute, Zagreb, Croatia and E�otv�os Lor�and University,
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Budapest, Hungary will o-host this onferene.Loation:The loation of the onferene will be the Dormitory of the "Rud-jer Bo�skovi�" Institute in Rab, Croatia.Odmarali�ste IRB, 51280 Rab, Kneza Domagoja 7, (within oldtown)The onferene inludes four days of plenary talks.The program of the onferene will inlude the followingtopis:Physis at LHC, CERNOut of Equilibrium QCD in Retarded/Advaned propagator for-mulationHamiltonian QCDQCD at High Temperature and DensityQuark Matter in Astro-partile PhysisNew Theoretial DevelopmentsCity and weather during the onferene:Rab (www.TZG-RAB.hr) is a small anient town situated on theisland of Rab, whih is part of the Kvarner Bay arhipelago in thenorth of the Croatian part of the Adriati see. Some 9000 inhab-itants are living there, mostly by agriulture, �shing, shipbuildingand tourism. The period of Workshop belongs to the full touristseason. The weather is typial mediterranian: dominantly sunny,
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warm to moderate hot, moderate sea temperatures.How to reah Rab:To reah Island of Rab from Zagreb, one has to hoose high-way A1 towards Karlova, Senj, Jablana; use ferry-boat Jablana -Mi�snjak (the journey lasts around 15min, and the frequeny is 8-20times a day) on the island of Rab, and �nally by ar to the town ofRab itself. In Croatia one is supposed to drive with 0% of aloholin veins!Hotels:There is a posibility for aomodation in the Dormitory (whereone an use the ooking failities - outside of workshop time, orenjoy one of many available small restaurants around) or at someof Rab's hotels (Carolina, Eva, Imperial, Padova, Barbat, Epario,Istra, . . . ).ContatsE-mail: aandrasi�irb.hr (Andjelka Andra�si)Handy: 00385989697809Tel: 385-1-4561134Fax: 385-1-4680223dadi�thphys.irb.hr (Ivan Dadi�)Handy: 00385989374119Tel: 385-1-4561121Tel (home): 385-1-3838566
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Web: http://www.irb.hr/korisnii/zskoda/rab2007.htmlLoal Organizing Committee:A. Andra�siI. Andri�I. Dadi�A. PatkosZ. Szep
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